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The cover graphic shows a 36-hour
forecast of sea-level pressure (indicated
by the solid contours) for 00 Greenwich
Mean Time on January 20, 1991. Phil
Haagenson and Dave Gill (Mesoscale and
Microscale Meteorology Division-
MMM) used the Penn State/NCAR
Mesoscale Model, Version 4, to produce
the forecast for the high-resolution
Winter Icing and Storm Project (WISP)
domain. (For more information on WISP,
see "WISP and SCD work together to
provide real-time weather forecasts" in
this issue.)

Jeremy Asbill (MMM) used the NCAR
Graphics utilities EZMAP and
CONPACK to create the cover graphic.

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic
submissions. Please send your graphic, along
with a description including SCD facilities or
software used, to Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab; or
send e-mail to guzy@ncar.ucar.edu; or call
Christine at (303) 497-1826.
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by Bill Buzbee

SCD is funded through the Geosciences
Directorate of the National Science Foundation
(NSF), with a mandate to provide computational
and data-handling facilities tailored to the needs of
the atmospheric and ocean research communities.
Thus, we are a "discipline specific" supercomputer
center and we always welcome an opportunity to
serve these disciplines in unique or timely ways.
The 1991 Winter Icing and Storms Project (WISP)
provided us with such an opportunity (see "SCD
and SCD work together to provide real-time
weather forecasts"). Projects of this sort are
always mutually beneficial. In the case of WISP,
we uncovered some networking problems that
needed improvement and developed the techniques
to provide good real-time computing support-
techniques that may be valuable in other contexts
as well. The point is that SCD is available to help
undertake computational projects that are
otherwise difficult or impossible. Let us know
when we can be of assistance.

From May 15 through 18, we suffered a 52-hour
outage of Y-MP service. The difficulty was a
particularly onerous file corruption problem that
SCD and Cray Research personnel worked around
the clock to solve. We regret the inconvenience
caused by this situation.

As always, this issue contains several articles that
relate to user interests, such as "Fortran 90
accepted as international standard" and "New MSS
commands speed file transfers and reduce GAU
charges." We are also pleased to report that we are
midstream in a project that will double the density
of the tape cartridges used in the Mass Storage
System (MSS). The really good news is that this
upgrade should be completely transparent to the
user. Such is one mark of a well-designed MSS.
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WISP and SCD work together to provide real-time
weather forecasts

by Nancy Dawson

Researchers in the Winter Icing and Storms Project
(WISP) have two goals: to assess the production and
depletion of supercooled liquid water in winter storms,
and to use that information to improve predictions of
hazardous icing on aircraft. The multiyear project that
began in October 1990 is managed and coordinated by
NCAR. It is funded by the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration (FAA) and the National Science Foundation
(NSF). Research is being done by scientists from
NCAR, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), Colorado State University,
the University of North Dakota, and the University of
Wyoming.

For the 1991 field season, SCD created a real-time job
queue on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 to speed up the
production of real-time weather forecasts for WISP
researchers.

The role of SLW in winter storms

Supercooled liquid water (SLW) consists of droplets
that are below freezing, yet remain liquid because they
lack an efficient ice nucleus. In the atmosphere, ice
nuclei are typically inefficient until temperatures
below -12° C, resulting in the frequent occurrence of
supercooled liquid water at temperatures warmer than
this. SLW is of particular interest to the FAA and
pilots because aircraft passing through a cloud collect
SLW on the airframe-with potentially dangerous
icing results.

The first task of WISP has been to gather accurate
field data on SLW during winter storms. 1991 was the
second year WISP gathered data by sending specially
equipped research aircraft into storms along
Colorado's Front Range.

Gathering storm data

During the past two seasons of WISP field
observations, a key problem to overcome has been

pinpointing precisely when and where research aircraft
should fly. For the first season (1990), WISP
researchers used results from the Nested Grid Model
(NGM) of the National Meteorological Center and
forecasts from the Forecast Systems Laboratory at
NOAA to make those decisions.

"We learned from the 1990 and 1991 field seasons
that many Front Range storms were weak events and
hard to forecast," said Roy Rasmussen, WISP
scientific coordinator with the Research Applications
Program (RAP). "During one 1990 storm, we called
for operations six hours too late, primarily based on an
NGM forecast of the timing of a cold front. In other
cases, the NGM missed forecasting the storms at all."

After the 1990 field season, meteorologist Phil
Haagenson and programmer Dave Gill (both in the
Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Division-
MMM) ran another model on the 1990 data to see
if it could predict winter storms more accurately
than the NGM. The model they tested is known as
MM4-the Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model,
Version 4. Phil and Dave found that the MM4 results
forecast winter storms very well, including weak
storms.

But WISP researchers still had a problem: How to
feed real-time weather data into MM4, run the model
on NCAR's CRAY Y-MP8/864, and interpret the
results in time to make a decision when and where to
send aircraft.

The creation of the real-time queue

To meet this special need, SCD created a real-time
queue on the CRAY Y-MP, to be used by WISP when
National Weather Service (NWS) forecast models
indicated a possible storm. The real-time queue ran at
high priority (just below the interactive queue) and
carried an accordingly high General Accounting Unit
(GAU) charge.

JUNE 1991 3



Marcia Politovich and Roy Rasmussen examine winter wea
Aviation Weather Development Lab. (Photo by Ginger Hein

Setting the model in motion

Roy Rasmussen and Marcia Politovich (RAP) coor-
dinated the WISP field work from the RAP Aviation
Weather Development Laboratory in Boulder. Twice a
day, they received weather forecasts from the Forecast
Systems Laboratory at NOAA. They used these
forecasts to decide when to have Phil and Dave run
the MM4 model. WISP would then notify the SCD
operators that a model run would begin in about 12
hours.

How it worked

The first few WISP model runs were fraught with
difficulties. Runs were cut short by network and
computer hardware failures unrelated to WISP, and
runs took too long to provide the forecasts for flight
decisions. So WISP staff and SCD programmers
devised joint plans with SCD computer operators to
track subsequent model runs and intercept potential
problems. "We started out limping along. It took us 12
wall-clock hours to complete some of the early model
runs," said Dave. "With'the help of SCD, we were
able to cut that to 3 wall-clock hours by the end of the
third week." Before any model runs had been
completed, the programmers had assumed that model

runs would take 5
wall-clock hours. The
ability to provide the
MM4 results earlier
gave researchers more
time to analyze the
results and make flight
decisions.

From the SCD
perspective, the real-
time queue was also a
success. "After some
fine tuning during the
first few days, we
found that WISP runs
in the real-time queue
fit nicely into the job
mix," said SCD
Systems programmer

ther data in the RAP Gene Schumacher. The
.) SCD computer

operators kept close
watch on each run and contacted SCD staff or WISP
programmers when potential problems arose, day or
night.

Roy said the WISP staff relied heavily on the MM4
runs when deciding when and where to send aircraft.
During the 1991 12-week field season, these flights
resulted in 15 separate cases during which data were
gathered along Colorado's Front Range. "We collected
a good icing dataset in 1991, which complemented the
1990 dataset. In 1990, we had data from some big
snowstorms, such as the March 6 blizzard. We also
had data from prolonged icing over three days in
February. In 1991, we collected icing data on different
types of storms, such as frontal passages and
mesoscale snowbands," said Roy. Data were also
gathered by Doppler radars, microwave radiometers,
surface mesonet stations, sounding balloons, wind
profilers, and aircraft with special instruments and
video cameras for gathering icing measurements.

Analyzing the data

WISP researchers will spend the next two years
analyzing the data. Some preliminary analyses have
already been done for 1990. "We found in 1990 that
significant amounts of SLW can occur along the Front
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The FAA used WISP data
when investigating a
February 1990 airplane
crash.

Range in association with shallow, upslope clouds,"
said Roy. "Within these upslope clouds, the SLW
tends to be near the cloud top. SLW is also enhanced
over topographic features such as the Palmer Divide
between Colorado Springs and Denver."

The massive amount of observational data collected by
WISP is available for use by other researchers in the
atmospheric sciences community. WISP is using the
SCD Mass Storage System (MSS) to store many of
the datasets, which are retrievable in different formats
and on several types of media.

Over the next two years, the WISP
participants in MMM and NOAA will
be analyzing model performance. For
each storm, Dave and Phil actually
made dual MM4 runs, using different
sets of initial conditions. One run used
initial weather data provided by the
Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction
System (MAPS) of NOAA; the second
run used initial conditions generated
by the MM4 analysis system. The
forecast produced with the MAPS data
was normally used by WISP, but both
forecasts were considered, particularly
if they showed differences. Phil is
comparing the results of the two runs
to assess the importance of initial
conditions on the forecast product.

Technology transfer

WISP data are already being put to
use. The FAA used WISP data when
investigating a February 1990 crash
near Denver, marking one of the first
times that such sophisticated
information was available for FAA Phil Haagenm
use. Snowfall and aircraft icing model runs.

predictions generated by WISP during 1991 were sent
to Denver Air Traffic Control (TRACON), the Central
Weather Service Unit (CWSU), United Airlines, and
the Denver Automated Flight Service Station (FSS)
for immediate use. It's anticipated that WISP data will
also be used by industry to design better de-icing
products.

NWS offices in other parts of the country need to
acquire better observing equipment before they can
fully utilize the WISP software. A major NWS
upgrade should be completed in the Great Plains states
by the mid-1990s, and WISP may rematerialize there
as a field program, using the technology pioneered
along the Front Range in Colorado.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation

Group within the SCD User Services Section.

son (left) and Dave Gill compare output from the MM4
(Photo by Ginger Hein.)
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Fortran 90 accepted as international standard

by Jeanne Adams

Editor's note: The material contained in this article is
in the public domain.

Fortran 90 was adopted as an international standard
by unanimous vote of the international Fortran
community on February 3, 1991. The final text of
Fortran 90 was sent to the International Standards
Organization (ISO) headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland, in May; copies should be available by
the end of June. Fortran 90 was developed by the
X3J3 Fortran Standards Committee, an American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) committee that I
chair, in coordination with ISO/JTC1 SC22/WG5, the
ISO Fortran committee. The ANSI committee (X3J3)
has forwarded Fortran 90 to ANSI for further
processing as a U.S. standard.

These recent developments cap several years of
committee work, debates, public votes, and
modifications. Now that the debates are over and the
votes are in, here are the highlights of the changes
added to FORTRAN 77 to create Fortran 90. For
more details, consult the standard after it is printed.

Fortran 90 is compatible with FORTRAN 77

Any full language FORTRAN 77 program standard-
conforming in FORTRAN 77 is also standard-
conforming with Fortran 90, except for three minor
items that restrict processor actions that were
previously processor dependent, and the addition of
certain intrinsic functions. (See the standard for more
details.) Also, the FORTRAN 77 subset concept is not
used in Fortran 90.

The following FORTRAN 77 features are designated
as obsolete in Fortran 90, which means they are fully
contained in Fortran 90, but may not be included in a
Fortran 20xx standard:

* Real and double DO variables
* Loop termination other than CONTINUE or END DO
* Alternate RETURN and PAUSE
* ASSIGN and assigned GO TO

Jeanne Adams, chair of the ANSI committee that
developed Fortran 90, is also a coauthor of
Programmer's Guide to Fortran 90. (Photo by
Ginger Hein.)

Major new features of Fortran 90

The major features added to FORTRAN 77 to produce
Fortran 90 are the array operations including pointers,
programmer-defined data types or structures, modules
and modular data and procedure definitions,
parameterized types and generalized precision, and
procedure enhancements. Each of these features is
summarized below.

Array operations including pointers: An array is a
set of scalars of the same type arranged in a
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rectangular fashion. Each element of the set is
referenced by subscripting. The whole array is
referenced by a name without subscripts. A portion of
a whole array, called an array section, is referenced
using subscript section notation. Arithmetic may be
done on whole arrays and array sections that are the
same shape. Array expressions may be used as
arguments to subroutines.

There are many new inquiry intrinsics that return the
properties of array arguments, as well as functions that
return array-valued results. Control of the selection of
only certain array elements in an array assignment is
possible with the use of the WHERE feature.

A pointer facility that is strongly typed has been
added. "Arrayness" as the DIMENSION attribute is
but one of the many data attributes that can be
declared for the intrinsic types. Others are the pointer
attribute, attributes that save the data and declare data
public or private, and many other convenient attributes
to be used in managing data.

Programmer-defined data types or structures: A
derived data type consists of components of an
intrinsic type or of other derived types. Fortran
derived types are user-defined. A data structure is a
user-defined derived type. Assignment is the only
intrinsic operation permitted for the aggregation of
data that is a derived type. In Fortran 90, user-defined
data structures are the only derived type.

Modules and modular data and procedure
definitions: Modules are collections of data, type
definitions, and procedure definitions packaged
together. Modules that contain only collections of data
and their type specifications provide for global data.
Procedures in a module define operations on user-
defined structures. Module procedures combined with
data type definitions are a unique capability for
capturing certain aspects of a scientific research
problem and its data for computer use.

Parameterized type and generalized precision: All
intrinsic data types may be parameterized. For the
arithmetic types, this permits a generalized precision
for specifying the precision and exponent range
minimums for a solution. For the logical types,
parameters permit a byte size of one or more bits to be

specified for a logical datum. Traditional Fortran
parameters apply as a default for all intrinsic types.

Procedure enhancements: A variety of features were
added to make the use of procedures in Fortran more
versatile. Optional arguments are allowed, keyword
arguments permit arguments in any order, and
interface blocks have been defined. Recursion was
added as an option for both subroutines and functions.

Other additions

Source forms: There are two source forms, the
FORTRAN 77 fixed source form (which has been
extended) and the alternative free source form in
which blanks are significant. Thirty-one character
names are allowed, and comments may appear on a
statement line following an exclamation point (!). An
ampersand (&) permits continuation on the next line.
Multiple statements may appear delimited by a
semicolon (;). Along with the traditional relational
operators, the following symbols are now accepted:
<, >, <=, >=, ==, and <>.

Bit data procedures: Bit data procedures, which have
been commonly available in practice, are now
included as part of Fortran 90. There are other new
user-friendly intrinsic functions as well.

Input/output: A nonadvancing (that is, stream) input/
output facility has been added for processing
alphanumeric data files. NAMELIST was also added.

Control constructs: There is a CASE construct; DO
WHILE was added by popular demand. The improved
Fortran 90 DO facility that includes EXIT and
CYCLE statements does not require the use of labels.

Miscellaneous: An INCLUDE facility has been added
to Fortran 90 by popular demand. IMPLICIT NONE
was also added.

Jeanne Adams is chair of the ANSI committee that
developed Fortran 90; she is a past chair of the
International Programming Languages Committee of ISO.
Jeanne is a member of the Computational Support Group of
SCD and has recently coauthored the book Programmer's
Guide to Fortran 90 (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1990).
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July 19 deadline for "large" computing resources
applications

by John C. Adams

Requests that total more than 100 General Accounting
Units (GAUs) on the NCAR CRAY Y-MP8/864
computer must be considered by the SCD Advisory
Panel, which will meet October 10-11, 1991. Also,
extension requests that result in a project's total
resource exceeding 100 GAUs must be reviewed by
the panel. University users should submit large
requests to John Adams of the Scientific Computing
Division by the July 19, 1991 deadline. Ten weeks
are needed for the preliminary review of requests and
for the preparation, printing, and distribution of panel

materials. Please note that requests for 100 GAUs or
less can be processed at any time. Applicants should
use the new computing resources request form. This
form is available from JoAn Knudson, who can be
contacted by e-mail at knudson@ncar.ucar.edu or by
phone at (303) 497-1207.

John C. Adams is a mathematician and programmer in the
SCD Computational Support Section. He also administers
the allocation of university computing resources.
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SOFTWARE NEWS

New MSS commands speed file transfers
and reduce GAU charges A

by Brian Bevirt

The user interface between the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano) and the Mass Storage System (MSS) has
been improved to produce more efficient file transfers.
You may now start using the new NCAR local
commands msread and mswrite. These commands are
replacing the Iread and lwrite commands; Iread and
Iwrite will be removed from shavano on September 1,
1991. In almost all cases, msread and mswrite save
General Accounting Unit (GAU) charges for file
transfers by greatly reducing both physical I/O
requests and CPU time. These new commands are
consistent in style and syntax with other MSS
commands available on shavano, such as msls, msmv,
and msrm.

The Iread and lwrite
commands will be removed
on September 1, 1991.

The msread command copies a file that exists on the
MSS to shavano's local disk storage via the NCAR
Local Data Network (LDN). The mswrite command
copies a file existing on shavano disk to the MSS via
the NCAR LDN. For a complete description of these
commands, their options, and their return values,
please see their man pages on shavano.

Examples

You need to transfer an MSS file named /JOE/ocnOS5
to a file named ocean05.data in your current directory
on shavano. The file is stored on the MSS in
transparent data format. Its MSS password is
"joePass". From your system prompt on shavano,
enter:

msread -r joePass ocean05.data /JOE/ocnOS5

You want to archive the file tropo.data81 on shavano
disk to the file rdat81 in your troposphere directory
on the MSS. The password for writing to this directory
is "myPass". Your SCD logon id is smith. You want
to assign a read password of "tdrpass" and a retention
period of 365 days. You also want to store an
explanatory comment with the file. From your system
prompt on shavano, enter:

mswrite -w myPass -r tdrpass -t 365 -c \
"Raw data from 1981" tropo.data81 \
/SMITH/troposphere/rdat8l

Brian Bevirt is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within the SCD User Services Section.
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SOFTWARE NEWS

FORTRAN-lint: Checking library subroutine calls A

by Tom Parker

In the March SCD Computing News, we introduced
FORTRAN-lint, a powerful Fortran-analysis tool that
SCD purchased from Information Processing
Techniques. FORTRAN-lint, which is invoked via the
flint command on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano),
analyzes Fortran programs and reports on potential
problems both within and across routines. Already
several consultants and users have used FORTRAN-
lint to locate Fortran errors in large codes, at a savings
in debug time to users.

Now an important new flint capability is available.
You can use flint to check your calls to subroutines in
any of the approximately 25 software libraries on
shavano, including IMSL, NAG, SLATEC, NCAR
Graphics, and many others.

How it works

To make this possible, SCD built a .lbt library file for
each software library on shavano. When you specify a
.Ibt file (along with the -g option), flint will check
your arguments to any routines in that library.

A .Ibt filename is in the form /usr/local/src/lib/flint/
xxx.lbt, where xxx generally corresponds to the
software library name. Exact .lbt filenames are in file
/usr/local/src/lib/flint/lbtlist on shavano.

Note: We recommend the -fgs options for most flint
runs. The -g option checks arguments; -f requests
"FYI's" about your code (helpful in cleaning up code
and avoiding potential problems); and -s requests a
summary of the analysis.

The following are several methods you can use to
check your library subroutine calls.

Method 1: Actual filenames

Using the first method, you specify which shavano

libraries you want flint to check (just as you would on
a segldr statement). For example, if you want flint to
check calls to NCAR Graphics and NAG, you would
specify:

set lbtdir = /usr/local/src/lib/flint
flint -fgs myfile.f $Ibtdir/ncarg.lbt \

$1btdir/nag.lbt

Method 2: Wildcard

The wildcard method gives you a convenient way to
specify all the .lbt libraries by using a wildcard
character. For example:

flint -fgs myfile.f \
/usr/local/src/lib/flint/*.lbt

Note, however, that since the approximately 25
software libraries contain some duplicate entries, there
is the potential that flint may check a different routine
than the one intended-though this is rarely a
problem.

Method 3: -E option

This method is the same as the wildcard method,
except that you specify all the .lbt libraries by using
the -E option. The -E option tells flint to include all
the files specified in /usr/local/src/lib/flint/lbtlist. For
example:

flint -fgs myfile.f \
-E /usr/local/src/lib/flint/lbtlist

Method 4: Configuration file

The configuration file method is probably the easiest.
It is just like the -E option method, except that you
specify options in your flint configuration file rather
than on the command line. (The configuration file

... ............................................................................... .......................................... ............................................................. ..................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................... ....... ............................ ................. ............................. ........ ................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................... .................................................................... . ...................................................................... .... ............................ ........ ........ ....................... ............ ............................. ......... ..... ... ............. .......................................................... .................................. ........................... ....... ......................................................... .......... ........................ ..... .....................................................
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allows you to specify frequently used options so you
don't have to put them on your flint command line
each time).

Here are the one-time steps to follow:

1. In your home directory on shavano, create a file
named flint.cfg that contains these two lines:

-fgs
-E /usr/local/src/lib/flint/ibtlist

2. In your .login file, type:

setenv IPT CONFIG $HOME

Then whenever you use flint, it will automatically
check any calls to routines in all the software libraries.
For example:

flint myfile.f

Method 5: Customized

With the customized method, you create your own list
of .lbt files. If you don't normally use some of the
libraries listed in /usr/local/src/lib/flint/lbtlist, you
can edit that file to remove the libraries you don't
want, then save the new file in your home directory-
for instance, in my/lbtlist. You can then then point to
this file using any of the previous methods. For
example, using the -E option method, you would type:

flint -fgs mylib.f -E $HOME/my/lbtlist

The advantage of the customized method is that it may
be more efficient, because flint doesn't have to search
extra libraries. On the other hand, if you use different
libraries in different programs, the customized method
may not be worth the effort.

We know you will find this new flint capability
useful. If you don't use it, flint cannot check your
library calls. We will continue to create new .lbt files
whenever new software libraries are obtained or
modified.

Note: SCD built the .lbt files using the -L option of
flint. Users with their own software libraries can also
use this technique to build .Ibt files, and invoke them
using the methods described in this article.

For more information on flint, see the article
"Powerful new Fortran source code analyzer
available" in the March SCD Computing News. See
also the IPT User's Manual, FORTRAN-line Source
Code Analyzer. You can order this manual from SCD
using the information on the back cover of this
newsletter.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.
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SOFTWARE NEWS

UNICOS hints: Tools for viewing and filtering files

by Jerry Greenberg

Editor's note: This article was originally published as
"Some helpful UNICOS hints: Tools for viewing and

filtering files" in the September 1989 Gather/Scatter,
the newsletter of the San Diego Supercomputing
Center (SDSC). It has been edited to remove
information specific to that site and is reprinted
here with permission.

UNICOS offers you many ways to analyze data
produced by your programs. In this article I'll tell you
how you can use some UNICOS utilities to look at
output files as they are written during a run without
trashing them. This feature is useful if you like to
monitor the progress of programs that iteratively
converge to a solution. I'll also tell you how you can
make relatively complicated filters using UNICOS text
processing utilities and I/O processing methods.

Scenes from the background

To be able to view the output files from jobs as they
are running, you must be running them either in
background mode or in batch mode. Running in
background mode allows you to run interactively but
in such a way that the terminal is free to do other
work. Batch mode (implemented with the UNICOS
nqs utility) allows you to start a job under specified
conditions that are not dependent on whether you are
logged into the system or not. For now I will only
consider background mode.

To run a job in the background, simply end your
command line with an ampersand (&) as follows:

command [options] filename &

Note: If you log off, programs running in the
background end unless you specify that they continue
to run with the nohup utility as follows:

(Editor's note: The [brackets] in the two previous
commands indicate optional parameters.)

View from the top (or the bottom)

To view the first 10 lines of a file, use the head
utility, and to view the last 10 lines, use the tail
utility. The number of lines to be viewed can be
changed by entering a dash followed by the desired
number when you execute the utilities. For example,
the following changes the default for head to the first
20 lines:

head -20 filename

If you are running a job in the background and you
use the -f option with tail, tail will not exit after the
last line has been printed. Instead, it will continue to
print output that is being written to the file. In this
way, you can continuously monitor the output from
your program as if the output unit (for Fortran) were
attached to your terminal. When you get tired of
spying on your program, you can kill tail by typing
your interrupt character (which is CONTROL-c by
default), and it will not affect the program that is
running or its output files.

View with more

Another UNICOS utility program that you can use to
look at files while they are being written to in the
background is more. The more utility is a filter that
lets you scroll either a page or a line at a time through
a file. It normally pauses after each screenful, printing
"-More-" at the bottom of the screen. If you type a
carriage return, one more line is displayed. If you hit
the spacebar, another screenful is displayed.

You can also use more to search a file for character
strings. For example, the command line

more +/'search pattern' filename
nohup command [options] filename &
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searches for the regular expression specified in
'search pattern' in the file specified by filename and
begins the display two lines above the pattern. You
can also use a slash (/) to search forward and a
question mark (?) to search backward while running
more.

Using vi (with caution)

You could also view output files with the UNICOS
visual editor vi, but beware! If you invoke an editor
program on an output file, then issue a command to
write the editor buffer back to the same file, any
output that your background job wrote to the file, from
the time that you invoked the editor to the time that
you wrote the editor buffer, will be lost. For this
reason it is a good idea to avoid using any editor
program (vi, ed, ex, etc.) to monitor a file that can be
written to by another program.

You heard it on the pipeline

UNICOS offers many ways to process results from
your calculations. One very useful combination is to
use I/O redirection and piping. Redirection is the
process of specifying standard input for a program to
come from a file rather than the terminal, and/or
directing standard output (or standard error-that is,
system messages) to go to a file rather than the
terminal. Piping, on the other hand, takes the standard
output of one command and uses it as the standard
input for another command.

One useful combination is to
use I/O redirection and
piping.

Input redirection is done with the less than sign (<),
and output redirection with the greater than sign (>).
To pipe commands, use the I between command
sequences. The tee command is a special "pipe fitting"
feature (used with a pipe) that allows you to pipe
output to a file and another command simultaneously,
which can save you from having to run a command

twice. Using a simple case from chemistry, the next
sections show you how redirection, piping, and tee can
be used to process output from a chemistry package.

Seawater, redirection, pipes, and tee

Figure 1 displays one step in a simulation of the
evaporation of seawater as generated from EQUIL.
(EQUIL is a program that calculates heterogeneous
phase equilibria in aqueous systems and was written
by Charles Harvie, Shell Development Corporation;
Jerry Greenberg, SDSC; and John Weare, University
of California, San Diego.) At each point in the
simulated evaporation sequence, the composition of
the aqueous solution is printed, along with the amount
of each solid phase that is in equilibrium with it.

The tee command is a
special "pipe fitting" feature.

So if you wanted to find the bicarbonate concentration
(HCO3-), a species present in seawater, as a function
of the degree of evaporation (given by the amount of
water in the system), you could use the following
command sequence to place all the output from
EQUIL in an unfiltered output file and at the same
time filter the output stream in order to print the
iteration number, the amount of water, and the amount
of bicarbonate in another file:

equil < sw I tee equilout I fgrep -f \
grepfilter > bicarb_vs_h2o

In the above example, EQUIL reads the datafile sw
(short for seawater) from the standard input (unit 5 in
a Fortran program); standard output from EQUIL (unit
6 in a Fortran program) is piped to tee, which writes
the output of EQUIL to equilout and to its own
standard output, the latter of which is piped to the
fgrep utility; fgrep searches for the character strings
specified in the file grepfilter and prints the entire
line in which they were found in the file
bicarb_vs_h2o. (The fgrep -f option allows you to
specify the search pattern in a file.)
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Figure 1. Sample output from EQUIL program

iter 100
species

1 H20
2 NA+

3 K+

4 CA++
5 MG++

6 MGOH+
7 H+

8 MgB(OH) 4+
9 CaB (OH) 4+

10 CL-

11 S04--
12 HSO4-

13 OH-

14 HCO3-
15 C03--

16 B (OH) 4-
17 B303(OH)4-
18 B405(OH)4--

19 MGCO3 (AQ)

20 CACO3 (AQ)
21 C02(AQ)
22 B(OH)3

23 ANHYDRITE

moles

2. 89073e-01

1. 04610e-03

5 .22859e-04

2. 94147e-06
2. 75981e-02

3. 49822e-07
9. 16952e-10
8 .27206e-05
7. 90621e-09

5.1848 9e-02
1. 50082e-03

7. 08631e-10
1. 18966e-10
1. 96755e-03

5.48409e-06

3. 67835e-06
1. 06825e-05

5 .37174e-06
1. 65945e-04

5. 94063e-09
2 .79616e-04

3. 40059e-04

1. 06527e-02

36 CARNALLITE 1.00521e-02

41 HALITE

45 KIESERITE

4. 83747e-01

1. 71057e-02

scale factor=

in (a)
-8 .68566e-01
1. 38602e+00

-1. 44191e+00

-6. 95693e-01

9. 93437e+00

-8.042 65e+00
-1. 00830e+01
1 .25721e-01

-9. 92634e+00
2 .22998e+00

-9. 34831e+00
-1 .48754e+01
-2. 30140e+01

-6. 52119e+00
-2. 02451e+01

-1. 30307e+01

-8. 42771le+00
-1. 82642e+01

-3. 40077e+00
-1. 36838e+01
-1. 12317e+00

-9. 71631e-01

0 .00000e+00

0. 00000e+00

0. 00000e+00

0.00000e+00

1.3580e+00

conc
5.550 84e+01
2. 00875e-01

1.00401e-01

5. 64828e-04

5 .29945e+00

6. 71735e-05
1 .76075e-07

1. 58842e-02

1. 51817e-06
9. 95613e+00
2. 88190e-01
1. 36073e-07

2 .28441e-08

3. 77813e-01
1. 05307e-03

7. 06324e-04
2.0512 8e-03

1. 03149e-03

3. 18650e-02
1. 14073e-06

5. 36924e-02

6. 52988e-02

1 .00000e+00

1. 00000e+00

1. 00000e+00

1. 00000e+00

convergence criteria

iter= 4 ifun=
4. 461e-17

4 i re fin=
1.433e-09 0.000e+00

1
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Figure 2. Sample awk filter file
Comments follow pound sign (#)

$1 == "iter" { #SETS VARIABLE iter TO 2ND FIELD VALUE ON ITERATION LINE
iter = $2 } #WHICH CONTAINS STRING "iter" in FIELD 1

$1 == "1" && $2 == "H20" { #IF FIRST FIELD IS "1" AND SECOND IS "H20"

h2o = $3 } #SET VARIABLE H20 TO NUMBER OF MOLES

$1 == "7" && $2 == "H+" { #IF FIRST FIELD IS "7" AND SECOND IS "H+"

ph = - $4 * .434294 } #SET ph = - ln(a) * .434294

$1 == "14" && $2 == "HCO3-" { #IF FIRST FIELD IS "14" AND SECOND IS "HCO3-"
mhco3 = $5 } #VARIABLE MHCO3 = CONCENTRATION OF HCO3-

$1 == "15" && $2 == "C03--" { #IF FIRST FIELD IS "15" AND SECOND IS "C03--"
mco3 = $5 } #VARIABLE MCO3 = CONCENTRATION OF C03--

$1 == "19" && $2 == "MGCO3(AQ)" { #IF FIRST FIELD IS "19" AND SECOND IS "MGCO3(AQ)"

mmgco3 = $5 } #VARIABLE MMGCO3 = CONCENTRATION OF MGCO3(AQ)

$1 == "20" && $2 == "CACO3(AQ)" { #IF FIRST FIELD IS "20" AND SECOND IS "CACO3(AQ)"

mcaco3 = $5 } #VARIABLE MCACO3 = CONCENTRATION OF CACO3

$1 == "21" && $2 == "C02(AQ)" {

mco2 = $5
#IF FIRST

#VARIABLE
mctot = rhco3 + nco3 + mmgco3 + mcaco3

printf "iteration %5d water = %-10.5f
total carbon = %-10.3e\n", iter,h2o,phmctot

FIELD IS "21" AND SECOND IS "C02(AQ)"

MCO2 = CONCENTRATION OF C02(AQ)
+ mco2 #TOTAL CONCENTRATION =

#SUM OF COMPONENTS

pH = %-10.3f #PRINT ITERATION NUMBER,

} #NUMBER OF MOLES OF

#WATER, PH VALUE, TOTAL

#CONCENTRAT ION OF

#COMPONENTS

..... ... ..... ... .. .I. ..... .... ..... ... ]
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For example, if grepfilter contains the following three
strings:

iter
1 H20
14 HCO3-

fgrep will print out every line that contains at least
one of the strings. We would get the following output
in bicarb vs h2o for iteration number 100.

iter 100 scale factor= 1.3580e+00

1 H20 2.89073e-01

5.55084e+01

14 HCO3- 1.96755e-03
3.77813e-01

-8.68566e-01

-6.52119e+00

If you do not want to use piping, you can simply
process an output file after the program has
completed. For example,

fgrep -f filterfile anyoutput > newfile

searches the file anyoutput for the patterns specified
in filterfile and directs the standard output to the file
newfile.

Using awk

If you want to do more complex processing, you can
use the UNICOS program awk (named for the last
initials of its authors: Alfred V. Aho, Peter J.
Weinberger, and Brian W. Kernighan). The awk
utility scans text files for patterns and performs
specified actions when the patterns are found. For
example, if we wanted to know the amount of total
carbon in solution and the pH as a function of
evaporation in the seawater example, we could use the
following command line:

equil < sw I tee equilout I awk -f \
awkfilter > totcarb

EQUIL again reads sw as standard input and pipes the
standard output to tee, which writes the unfiltered
output to equilout and pipes its standard output to
awk. The awk utility then searches for character
strings and does the operations defined in awkfilter
and prints the results in totcarb. (The awk -f option
allows you to specify the search pattern and operations
in a file.)

As in the previous example, if you do not want to use
piping, you can simply process an output file after the
program has completed. For example,

awk -f fllterflle anyoutput > newfile

Contents of an awk filter file

Figure 2 shows the contents of awkfilter, the filter file
used with awk in the last example. The contents of an
awk filter file must contain an awk program. An awk
program consists of one or more program lines
containing pattern-action statements in the form:

pattern {action}

The pattern selects lines from the input file (equilout
in the example) and performs the action specified on
all lines that the pattern selects. Actions are enclosed
with braces (), fields in the text are separated (by
default) by blanks or tabs and referenced by a dollar
sign, followed by the field number.

For example, take the following sample line from
awkfilter:

$1 == "14" && $2 == "HCO3-" {mhco3 = $5}

This line directs awk to search for a line in which
field number 1 contains the string "14" and field
number 2 contains the string "HCO3-". If awk finds
such a line, then we have a line that contains the
molal bicarbonate concentration (field number 5), and
we direct awk to assign the value of the bicarbonate
concentration to the awk variable mhco3. After awk
finds all the carbon-containing aqueous species, their

..... ..... ........... ....... .. ......... ...... . ........... .......................... .. . . . .. ...... .................... ..... .... ........ ........... .............. ........ ................ .... ................ ............. ............. ...................... .. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................... ............................................................ .............. ............................... ............................................ ..................................................................................................... ....... .......... .. .. ..........................
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concentrations are assigned to variables, and the value
of their sum is assigned to the variable mctot and
printed (this is shown near the end of Figure 2). In
addition, the number of moles of water in solution is
assigned to the variable h2o, and the pH is found from
the log of the activity of the H+ species. The results
are printed in the file totcarb. For iteration 100, the
output in totcarb would be as follows:

iteration 100 water = 0.28907
pH = 4.379 total carbon = 4.644e-01

See the comment statements in Figure 2 for more
details on the awk file instructions.

More information?

This, of course, is just one example of how you could
use redirection, piping, grep, and awk. For more
information on any of the utilities described in this
article, refer to their respective man pages or to one of
the many UNIX guides available (see the box).
(Editor's note: For information on UNICOS at NCAR,
see the NCAR UNICOS Primer, Version 2.0.)

Jerry Greenberg is a senior scientist at the San Diego
Computing Center and an assistant specialist in chemistry
at the University of California, San Diego.
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CRAY Y-MP down for 52 hours
in May

The CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano) was down for
52 hours between 19:30 May 15 and 07:11 May
18. The file corruption problem that caused the
outage was both intermittent and destructive,
making it difficult to isolate. Identifying and
quickly solving this failure became a high priority
for Cray Research. Cray analysts and engineers
from Albuquerque, Berkeley, and Chippewa Falls
flew to Boulder to work around the clock with the
SCD Systems staff and the local Cray analyst and
engineers.

An apparent hardware problem in the data path
from the disks to central memory resulted in
recurring corruption of key system files. A power
outage and network problems coincided with the
CRAY Y-MP downtime, complicating and
delaying a solution to the problem. The damage
affected system files; there was no evidence of
any file corruption in the home directories of any
user.

Preventive maintenance time
decreases on shavano A

Preventive maintenance time on the CRAY
Y-MP8/864 (shavano) is now 05:00-07:00
(Mountain Time) on Mondays, effective April
22. This is an hour and a half shorter than the
previous schedule.

Accounting command on shavano
improved A

The summary option of the job accounting
command (ja -s) now shows a project's allocated
and used General Accounting Units (GAUs). This
is the same information reported by the gaus

command. (Keep in mind that information
reported by either command is about one day
behind actual use.)

If the project has used 90% of its GAU allocation,
you will get a warning message in the summary
report generated by the ja -s command. The new
summary also reports your job's memory high-
water mark in megawords.

New network number for
shavano A

The network number for the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano) changed to 128.117.2.5, effective May
13. (The former network number for shavano
was 192.52.106.5.) Hosts that access shavano
by number or that get the number from a local
/etc/hosts table need to use the new number. Hosts
that use the Domain Name System to access the
network number are not affected by this change.

Mainframe and Server Network
(MASnet) updated A

by Craig Ruff

The UNICOS Mainframe and Server Network
(MASnet) was updated on May 20 to add an NQS
(Network Queueing System) batch-output naming
feature and install several bug fixes and reliability
enhancements. These changes affected people who
use the Intemet Remote Job Entry (IRJE) facility,
the MASnet/Intemet Gateway Server (MIGS)
facility, and UNIX MASnet commands.

Batch-output naming feature

The new batch-output naming feature allows you
to give a name to the batch output file returned via
MASnet. There are three ways do this:

1. On a UNIX system, enter:

netsh FLNM=nqs.job dc=in \
fl nm=batch.output.name

18OD JCUNUE 1991
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Note the difference between the two FLNM/
flnm parameters. FLNM=nqs.job refers to the
local file containing the NQS job, while
flnm=batch.output.name will set the batch
output name when it is returned later. Some
systems will make this name unique, typically
by appending a suffix such as print0.

IRJE users need to name the batch output file
from with the NQS job itself, as described in
number 3, below. IRJE users cannot use the
netsh method.

2. If you are a MIGS user, use the nrnet
command to name batch output files,
following this format:

nrnet shjob nqs.job r flnm=output.name

3. You can also name the batch output file from
within the NQS job itself by using the
batchname command. Only your last
batchname command has any effect. Also,
using batchname will override any name set
when you submitted the job initially. For
example,

batchname myjob

would give the name myjob to the file when
the batch output is returned. Using batchname
changes the name of batch output files
returned by IRJE, MIGS, or MASnet. See
the man page on batchname for more
information.

Error-trapping scripts

Other than the NQS output batch-output naming
improvement, most users will notice no difference
in their use of MASnet. However, a few users may
need to change scripts that trap error output from
commands such as netsh (and netxx commands in
general) and from MSS utilities such as msls,
msmv, and mschg. Scripts that must be changed
are those that depend on exact error formats, as

opposed to those that depend on command exit
status. To prevent the need for future changes, we
recommend that your scripts test the value of
commands' exit status.

For exact details about error trapping and the new
batch-output naming feature, type

news masnet

on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano). Please
direct questions and problems to the SCD
Consulting Office by sending e-mail to
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu or by calling (303) 497-
1278.

Craig Ruff is head of the System Administration and
TAGS Group within the SCD Systems Section.

MASS command upgraded on
IBM 4381 running CMS A

The MASS command now generates UNICOS
commands (instead of COS commands) on the
IBM 4381 front-end computer running the CMS
operating system. Also, the MASS command is
now on the publicly available M disk, so you no
longer need to link to the CONSULT1 191 disk to
use it.

MAIL and MAILX commands
removed from IBM 4381
running CMS A

The MAIL and MAILX commands were removed
from the IBM 4381 front-end computer running
the CMS operating system on May 28. These old
commands were companions to the TO command,
which was removed over a year ago. If you need
help using e-mail on CMS, type HELP EMAIL
when you are logged onto CMS, or contact an
SCD consultant (e-mail: consultl@ncar.ucar.edu;
phone: 303-497-1278).
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Asynchronous queued I/O (listio)
users: Relink your programs A

On April 15, a bug fix for signal handling was
installed to libio.a. If you use asynchronous
queued I/O (listio) on shavano, relink your
programs with segldr to take advantage of the
bug fix.

NETWORKING AND DATA
COMMUNICATIONS NEWS

SprintNet access to end; host
code changed A

Effective October 1, 1991, SprintNet (formerly
Telenet) access to NCAR will be discontinued. If
you are still using SprintNet, we encourage you to
migrate to the NCAR Internet Remote Job Entry
(IRJE) system, if possible. Alternative access
methods are also available.

As university users find better ways to access
NCAR computers, traffic on SprintNet has
declined. For this reason, one of two SprintNet
lines was removed on May 15. Access via host
code 3038 (30300008) is no longer available. All
access must be made via 3037 (30300007).

If you have questions or problems, please contact
the SCD Consulting Office by sending e-mail to
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu or calling the consultant
on duty at (303) 497-1278.

Internet e-mail addresses now
available for more NCAR and
UCAR staff A

Many NCAR and UCAR staff members who were
previously unreachable by e-mail over the Internet
now have Intemrnet e-mail addresses. To provide
this service, SCD added a gateway computer that

translates messages between the Internet and
QuickMail formats, then uses AppleTalk to
forward the message to its destination. Any staff
member who has QuickMail on a Macintosh or
PC has access to e-mail over the Intemet.

To look up the Intemet address of any staff
member, including those who have QuickMail, use
the online E-mail Query/Change (EQC) software,
which is explained in the SCD UserDoc "Using
the NCAR E-mail System." To obtain copies of
SCD documents, see "SCD Documentation
Orders" on the back cover of this newsletter.

MSS NEWS

SCD to install double-density
Exabyte drives

by Dave Kitts

SCD plans to install Exabyte's new EXB-8500
double-density drives for the Mass Storage System
(MSS) during June. These drives will double the
capacity and transfer rate of the Exabyte drives
currently in use.

The upgrade raises some compatibility issues of
which users should be aware. The EXB-8500
drives have a data-compression feature that greatly
increases the amount of data a double-density
cassette can hold. Compression is done with the
Improved Data Recording Capability (IDRC)
encoding algorithm. Once a tape is written with
IDRC, it can only be read by a device that also
uses IDRC.

The EXB-8500 drives are available from a variety
of adapter manufacturers. Not all these manu-
facturers use IDRC as their encoding algorithm,
however. If your local site has a double-density
drive that uses a different encoding algorithm, the
MSS will be unable to read your data unless you
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write the cassette with the algorithm turned off.
(The ability and procedure to turn off the encoding
algorithm will vary with the manufacturer of your
local adapter.)

In summary, when EXB-8500 drives become
available on the MSS, you must do one of the
following if you wish to bring data to the MSS on
a double-density cassette:

1. Write your tape locally on a device that uses
the IDRC encoding system; or

2. Turn the encoding algorithm off before locally
writing the tape.

The Daily Bulletin will announce when the
equipment is installed.

Dave Kitts is head of the Mass Storage Systems Group
within the SCD Systems Section.

NCAR Graphics Version 3.1.1
installed on shavano A

NCAR Graphics was updated May 28 from
Version 3.01 to Version 3.1.1 on the CRAY
Y-MP8/864 (shavano). This update is a bug fix
for 3.01; users should notice no difference. Several
new man pages were added and a clipping
problem in idt was fixed on June 10. If you
have questions or problems, contact the SCD
Consulting Office by sending e-mail to
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu or calling the consultant
on duty at (303) 497-1278.

E6 color film available for user
testing A

As announced in the Daily Bulletin, E6
Ektachrome color film became available for user

testing through the Text and Graphics System
(TAGS) on June 3. The availability of E6 film
makes it possible to use the TAGS parameters that
produce higher-quality film output. To test the E6
film, you can use the MACR=SLIDESCLHQ,
MACR=SLIDESCLSQHQ, or FILM=E635
parameter in your TAGS command. Here is more
information about these parameters:

* MACR=SLIDESCLHQ: Used to produce a
full-frame, 35-mm color slide.

* MACR=SLIDSCLSQHQ: Used to record your
entire image on the center portion of a film
frame that measures 33.6 mm x 21.4 mm. This
is the largest square image that will fit on a
35-mm slide.

* FILM=E635: Produces a positive image on
35-mm E6 color film. This film produces
higher-quality output and better color saturation
than VNF film.

Jobs with these parameters will be run between
08:00 and 20:00 Mountain Time, Mondays
through Fridays. During the testing phase, friendly
users should give their feedback about film
resolution, color saturation, overall film quality, or
any problems to Andy Robertson at (303) 497-
1241 or the filmroom staff at (303) 497-1242.
Andy can also be reached by e-mail addressed to
andy@ncar.ucar.edu. There will be no charge for
using the E6 film during the testing period.

New default graphcap for Xerox
4050 laser printers A

The default graphcap for the Xerox 4050 laser
printers was changed March 25 to improve the
display of Computer Graphics Metafiles (CGMs)
that use hatch patterns to simulate polygon fill.
This is the only item affected by the new
graphcap.
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How to use msinfo

New "batch" command provides
information on MSS files A

by Tom Parker

A new msinfo command that is now available on
several systems enables you to obtain information
about your Mass Storage System (MSS) files. You
can use msinfo on the CRAY Y-MP/8/864
(shavano) and other UNIX systems on the
MASnet, on the IBM 4381 front-end computer
running the AIX operating system (ouray), and on
computers connected to the MASnet/Intemet
Gateway Server (MIGS).

Numerous other commands to obtain MSS file
information have previously been available. For
example, shavano and some other UNIX
computers on the MASnet have the msls
command; the IBM 4381 running the CMS
operating system has MSINFO EXEC; and the
CRAY X-MP/48 running COS had an MSINFO
command. The new msinfo command is more
powerful and flexible than the previous
commands. It is referred to as a "batch" command
because it runs as a batch job on the Mass Storage
Control Processor (MSCP).

Features of the new command

The msinfo command offers the following
features:

* provides output information for up to 100,000
files

* allows wildcard characters

* allows requests of information on individual
fields, as well as on groups of fields

* runs in a batch job environment

To run the new version of msinfo, you must create
a file that contains commands. These commands
specify the desired MSS files to check, the fields
to report on, and optional formatting information.
You submit this command file to the MSCP, using
the appropriate new command for your system as
shown in Table 1, opposite. The new msinfo
command is not available on the Internet Remote
Job Entry (IRJE) system or on the IBM 4381
front-end computer running CMS.

Examples of command files

Figure 1 on page 24 shows examples of typical
msinfo command files. You can specify other
OUTPUT= fields as well as other statements such
as WHERE, SORT, and FORMAT. Please see
the command file documentation (described in the
next section) for complete details.

Command file documentation

If you are on shavano, ouray, or other UNIX
systems, information on how to create and submit
the command file is available online from
anonymous FTP on windom.ucar.edu, under the
pathname of docs/msinfo. (Directions for using
anonymous FTP are at the end of the
Documentation column in this newsletter.)

If you are a MIGS user, command file information
is available through the following nrnet
command:

nrnet help msinfo.doc r verb=msinfo

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.
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Table 1. Submitting the msinfo command file to the MSCP

On shavano, ouray, and other MASnet UNIX systems

Command

Example

Output file

Help (limited)

Hint

netms req=DIRINFO FLNM=commandfilename

netms req=DIRINFO FLNM=my.command.file

Output goes to the rje directory on the computer from which the file was
submitted. You will get e-mail with the filename.

man netxx

If you use the C-shell, you may want to set up an alias in your .cshrc
file, such as:

alias msinfo 'netms req=DIRINFO FLNM- \!*'

Then just type msinfo my.command.file.

On MIGS

Command

Example

Output file

Help

I

nrnet msinfo commandfilename

nrnet msinfo my.command.file

MIGS puts the file in your home directory and e-mails you the name of
the output file.

nrnet help msinfo.out r verb=msinfo

I.ccI C.iIIPU ]_v L
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Figure 1. Examples of msinfo command files

* Comment lines start with *.

* Using ONLY=FILE means you are requesting information only on
* files, not on directories.

* Example 1: This sample command file requests a list of all JOEUSER's
* files.

NAME= / JOEUSER
ONLY=FILE
END

* Example 2: This sample command file requests the information
* specified in the OUTPUT= command, for all of JOEUSER's files.

NAME= / JOEUSER
OUTPUT=NAME, SIZE, CRTIM, RiTIM, RETPD, RDPWD WRTPWD, EXPDATE, PROJ, MEDIUM
ONLY=FILE
END

* Example 3: This sample command file requests a list of all
* JOEUSER's files in the OCEAN directory and in all
* subdirectories below the OCEAN directory.

NAME=/JOEUSER/OCEAN
ONLY=FILE
END

* Example 4: This sample command file requests a list of all
* JOEUSER's files in the OCEAN directory that start with 197.

NAME=/JOEUSER/ OCEAN! 197 *
ONLY=FILE
END

scID' OMIPUTJ HW
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TRAINING NEWS

Fortran Optimization Class set
for July

SCD consultant Jeff Kuehn will teach a 2 1/2-day
class on Fortran optimization on July 10-12
(Wednesday-Friday). The class combines
information about Cray system architecture with
optimization techniques to help you get the best
performance from the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano). The following topics are included:

* Overview: Why optimize?
* Cray system architecture
* Vectorization
* Memory organization
* Compilers
* Performance tools
* CPU optimization techniques
* I/O optimization techniques
* Cray system libraries
* Language extensions
* Debugging tools and techniques
* Numerical considerations
* Parallel processing concepts, directives, and

performance issues

This class is a repeat of the popular course given
at the February SCD User Conference. "Jeff
Kuehn is very articulate and has an excellent
background in the material presented," said one
user. "He explains things well and does a good job
of answering questions." According to another
student, the class was "one of the best courses I
have ever attended."

Cost of the Fortran Optimization Class is $35 for
users with accounts on shavano and $150 for those
without accounts. To register, complete the
advance registration form on the following page
and send it to the address indicated. A late
fee of $10 will be assessed for registration
forms received after July 3, 1991. For further
information, send e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu
or call the SCD course enrollment line at (303)
497-1225.

UNICOS Orientation Class is
ongoing

SCD User Services offers a one-day UNICOS
Orientation Class on a regular basis. It will be
held next on Wednesday, June 26 and Wednesday,
July 24 in the Director's Conference Room at the
NCAR Mesa Laboratory from 08:30-16:30. The
class, which assumes a basic knowledge of UNIX,
introduces users to the NCAR computing
environment and UNIX/UNICOS programming
tools. The UNICOS Orientation Class is free.
For further information, send e-mail to
scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or call the SCD course
enrollment line at (303) 497-1225.

sc 11.c 2OMPU 5
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Fortran Optimization Class-Advance Registration Form

Please compete and return this form by July 3, 1991 to:

Louise Lawrence
Fortran Optimization Class
NCAR/SCD
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307

Fax: (303) 497-1137
E-mail louise@ncar.ucar.edu
Phone number: (303) 497-1208

Type your name as you wish it to appear on your badge.

(first)

Mailing address

State Zip

Telephone number

Electronic mail address

Userid for CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano)

Userid for Cray computer at another facility

Check appropriate line:

Fax number

Shavano-user registration fee

Non-shavano-user registration fee

Late fee (after July 3)

o $ 35.00

L $150.00

D $ 10.00

Total amount enclosed:

Please make checks payable to NCAR/SCD. Registration forms must be postmarked by July 3, 1991 or
a $10.00 late fee will be assessed. Requests for refunds must be received in writing no later than Friday,
July 3, 1991. No refunds will be made after that date.

26

Name (last)

City
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NCAR's CP2 radar at the Marshall, Colorado, Field Observing Site. (Photo by
Bob Bumpas.)
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Conventions used in this newsletter

Bold represents command names, options, filenames, pathnames, directories, and other items that
must be typed as shown.

Bold italics represents variables where you provide the substitution (such as filename). In text,
italics are also used to highlight terminology that is being defined.

Courier is used for Fortran programs, shell scripts, and screen displays.

The \ (backslash) followed by pressing RETURN when you are entering a command is a standard
UNIX method that allows you to continue the command on the next line.

SCD computer schedule

The SCD computers run continuously, except for scheduled maintenance times and unforeseen
equipment or power failures. The computers may be unavailable during the following times:

Computers Days Times (Mountain time)

All computers Daily as needed 06:00-08:30
CRAY Y-MP Monday 05:00-07:00

The latest version of the operations schedule is available via anonymous FTP on
windom.ucar.edu under the pathname /etc/op.schedule. Read the online version of the Daily
Bulletin for daily information on the status of all SCD equipment.

Change of address form

L Add to mailing list L Delete from mailing list - Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-9986. Or include the above information in e-mail addressed to
sylvia@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet.

Trademarks and copyrights: CRAY, SSD, CRAY Y-MP, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, COS,
SEGLDR, Autotasking, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray Research, Inc. IBM and RISC System/6000 are registered
trademarks, and AIX is a trademark of Intemrnational Business Machines Corp. DEC, VAX, and VMS, and DECstation are trademarks
of Digital Equipment Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Macintosh Laboratories, Inc. X Window System is a trademark of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. UNIX is a registered trademark of
UNIX System Laboratories, Inc. Sun Workstation is a registered trademark, and Sun, SunOS, Sun-3, Sun-4, SPARC, and
SPARCstation are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. NCAR Graphics is a registered copyright, and NCAR View is a copyright of
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research. ANSI is a trademark of American National Standards Institute, Inc. HP is a

reg-istered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Co. Motif is a trademark of Open Software Foundation. CRAYFISHPAK is a trademark of
Green Mountain Software. FORTRAN-lint is a registered trademark of IPT Corporation. QuickMail is a trademark of CE Software,
Inc. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of that company or product to the
exclusion of others.



SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAILTO NCAR STAFF: Using the address names listed in thee-ma
please consult the appropriate information given below based on the network you are using:

" Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
Examples:

SCD IBM 4381 (CMS): note consultl at ncar.ucar.edu
UNIX: mail consultl@ncar.ucar.edu

" BITNET users: To send e-mail to NCAR staff, use the Interet address given above. Please
consult your system administrator for the exact syntax.

" SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 9580 or 9.364)
" Telemail/OMNET address: nwne@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the Userpoc "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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